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You let me violate you.

You let me desecrate you.

You let me penetrate you.

You let me complicate you.

Help me.

Break apart my insides

Help me.

I'v got no soul to sell

Help me.

The only thing that breaks through me

Help me get away from myself

Chorus:

I wanna fuck you like a animal

I wanna feel you from the inside

I wanna fuck you like a animal

My whole existence is blood

You get me closer to god

You can have my isolation

You can have the hate that it brings

You can have my Abstinence of Faith

You can have my everything
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Help me.

You tear down my reason

Help me.

To sex I can smell

Help me.

But you make me perfect

Help me become somebody else

Chorus:

I wanna fuck you like a animal

I wanna feel you from the inside

I wanna fuck you like a animal

My whole existence is blood

You get me closer to god

Through every voice above the trees

But then my Stomach scraped off these

I drank the honey inside your hive

Your the reason I stay alive

Through every voice above the trees

But then my Stomach scraped off these

I drank the honey inside your hive

Your the reason I stay alive

Through every voice above the trees

But then my Stomach scraped off these

I drank the honey inside your hive

Your the reason I stay alive

Through every voice above the trees



But then my Stomach scraped off these

I drank the honey inside your hive

Your the reason I stay alive

I wanna fuck you like an animal.

I wanna feel you from the inside.

I wanna fuck you like an animal.

I wanna feel you from the inside.
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